In order to display large image, we introduce a new server side system that supports efficient storage and retrieval of cached image tiles. The efficiency is achieved by organizing the image tiles of the same layer in the same file with the relationships between corresponding image tiles on different zoom levels, combined with the use of a main memory resident data structure and hard disc indices to facilitate the process for finding the pointers to the required image tiles.
Abstract. In order to display large image, we introduce a new server side system that supports efficient storage and retrieval of cached image tiles. The efficiency is achieved by organizing the image tiles of the same layer in the same file with the relationships between corresponding image tiles on different zoom levels, combined with the use of a main memory resident data structure and hard disc indices to facilitate the process for finding the pointers to the required image tiles.
Overview of Algorithm
In server side caching systems for web image browsing services, images are divided into smaller rectangular images called image tiles. In most case, the image tiles are saved in the cache as a separate operating system file. When a client requests a image, files of the corresponding image tiles are opened and sent to the client. when a service has to provide many layers and many zoom levels of large image for a country with extended territory, then the number of image tiles needed to be managed in the server side caching system are tend to be enormous [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . For example, if there is a web service on which each image tile at one zoom level represents the same area as 4 image tiles at the next lower level, then the total number of image tiles needed to be stored in the server side caching system can be given by (1)
In (1) , N is the total number of image tiles needed to be cached on the server side, n is the number of zoom levels, m is the number of layers provided by the web service, and p means that at zoom level 1, image tiles are needed to cover the whole ping area. According to (1) , when a web service support 16 layers and 16 zoom levels, and at zoom level 1, there are 4 image tiles, then the server side caching system for the web service would have to maintain approximately 2 36 image tiles [8] .
Operating systems use file path and file name to locate and open a file. While opening a file, the operating system uses the path name to locate the directory entry, and the directory entry provides information needed to find the disk blocks of the file. So the efficiency of the server side caching system would be greatly influenced by how the directory structure is implemented and how the file system keeps track of which disk block belongs to which file [8] .
Root is the root directory of the web service. It has m subdirectories, namely Layer 1 to Layer m, for each of the m layers of the service. Each Layer directory has n subdirectories, Scale 1 to Scale n, for each of the zoom levels supported by the service. Directory Scale 1 to Scale n has 4 p to 4 p+n-1 files separately.
NTFS (NT File System) implemented in windows server, use a record of MFT(Master File Table) to store information about a file or directory. A record for a directory contains several directory entries, each of which describes one file or subdirectory. Each entry has a fixed-length structure followed by a variable-length file name. Looking for an entry in a directory consists of examining all the file names in turn. Large directories use a different format. Instead of listing the files linearly, a B + Tree is used to make alphabetical lookup possible and to make it easy to insert new names into a proper place of the directory [8] .
We assume that each Scale directory is treated as a large directory in NTFS and a B + -Tree is used to organize the files contained in it. For efficient retrieval of the requested image tiles from the files in the cache, indices are created for each of the files, based on the identifying number of the image tiles. These indices are balanced trees that have a structure similar to B + -Tree. Each leaf node except the last one has a pointer that points to the sibling node just after it. But unlike B + -Tree, the nodes in the index only contain pointer values, where B + -Tree nodes contains not only pointer values but also key values. That is to say, in the inner nodes of the index, there are only pointers to other index node, and in the leaf nodes of the index, there are only pointers to image tiles in the file. This makes the index have a fan out that is nearly the double of the fan out if original B + -Tree structure has been used [8] .
Instead of keeping key values in the index nodes, the information needed to traverse the index tree to find the requested image tile are kept in a separate file. This information is loaded into memory and used to initialize the system. To traverse through the index tree and finally obtain the pointer to the requested image tile, it is necessitated to know that at each level of the tree, which index node to visit and which pointer contained in that node to follow. As we have mentioned, in the cached files, all blocks, except the last one, have N image tiles. So, if the identifying number of the requested image tile is T ID, then the image tile is in the block from the start of the file, and is the image tile in that file block. And also, all index nodes at the same index level, except the last one, contains N NP pointers to the lower level index nodes, or when the index node is a leaf node, contains NP pointers to the file blocks that contain image tiles. So, if an index node is the index node at the index level it resides, than a pointer to it from the higher level is contained in the node from the left of that level, and is the pointer of that node [8] . The ultra high definition image data part is constructed by reading the image data of the PSB format, and constructing a large image storage mode in Pyramid, the lower the original maximum resolution image of Pyramid, and the smaller the resolution of the tower tip. The length to width ratio between adjacent layers in Pyramid is 2:l. Then each block is divided into blocks, and finally each block is saved to a custom image file. In addition, the block address information of each image is saved in the image file.Images in TIFF format can contain any more private or special purpose information, such as digital watermarking. Drawing on this, a custom format image is also added to the description field of ancient painting information and shooting parameter information. Different from ordinary images, ancient paintings have unique image attributes, including ancient paintings, ancient paintings, original sizes, etc. In order to facilitate faster automatic semantic annotation and ancient painting retrieval, custom image formats preserve these ancient painting attribute information. In addition, the shooting parameters, such as camera type, lens type and exposure parameter, have great influence on the quality of picture presentation. So it is necessary to keep the information in the preservation of the ancient paintings, so as to facilitate the future research, especially the conversion of some pictures of ancient paintings based on the shooting parameters. We plan to use custom format, which is divided into seven parts: large image file head, large image information head, filming parameter information, ancient painting parameter information, Pyramid structure information, image data, thumbnail. Since custom format is saved by PHOTOSHOP plug-in, some data types defined by PHOTOSHOP are adopted. The image data are stored in Pyramid storeys sequentially from the bottom of the Pyramid to the top. In each layer, the image blocks are stored in a continuous way instead of row storage to improve the speed of reading blocks. Thumbnails are used to compress the top image of Pyramid into JPEG format and use it as a small map when browsing large images. In WEB based image browsing, due to network delay, each image block is passed to the client for a period of time. In this short time, the corresponding parts of the thumbnail can be amplified and displayed. When the image block is transmitted, a clear image block is displayed, so that the blurred to clear browsing can be achieved. The effect is to improve the fluency of large image browsing.
Experiment Results
We implement and develop the large image browsing system based on web, sever side is implemented based on this paper's algorithm. Results show that our system perform better than one without sever side. 
